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Finding you guys - I know I can be helped!
Posted by bereal - 23 Mar 2010 03:28
_____________________________________

testing something w/profile - ignore

========================================================================
====

Re: testing
Posted by silentbattle - 23 Mar 2010 16:42
_____________________________________

But i don't wanna ignore you!  :-[

========================================================================
====

Re: testing
Posted by DovInIsrael - 23 Mar 2010 19:01
_____________________________________

hello??

hello??

anyone else in here?

its lonely in here ...

I feel all alone.

but then I noticed inside the word "lonely"
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is the Absolute ONE...

maybe I am not so alone after all..

maybe I can climb out of this cold dark pit... and back into the Light...

hmmmm....maybe I got LOST - so that I could FIND myself!!!

yea - I think that is it...

you know, all of a sudden I no longer want to be alone any more.

If my friend Bard was here - I'd give him a L'chaim!!

I think I'll climb out - and go meet him at the pub....

up, up up .. here I come...

========================================================================
====

Re: testing
Posted by Yosef Hatzadik - 24 Mar 2010 18:46
_____________________________________

...and if you happen to be alone
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and you don't notice the one that is with you in alone...

...then try to remember that the letters of alone also spell e-loan

Your soul is only yours on loan

One day you will yet have to return the loan

{Is that why the Neshama is called 'Yechida' in kabalistic terms?}

And if it is an interest bearing loan

Remember how the Torah compares interest to a snake bite,

The venom enters from a bite all the way down at the ankle & begins to spread,

before you know it, it was carried by the bloodstream throughout the victims's body.

Just a 'little' bit of internet venom will spread quickly & infect the body & soul.

========================================================================
====
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Re: testing
Posted by the.guard - 25 Mar 2010 08:41
_____________________________________

Hey beReal,

Seems like the test worked. Why not tell us about your struggle a little. We're a lovely bunch of
friends to have  :D

========================================================================
====

Re: testing
Posted by DovInIsrael - 25 Mar 2010 22:16
_____________________________________

Yosef:

Yasher Koach - very nice!

thanks

========================================================================
====
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